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30 Strategies To Design

Inclusive 

Educational 

Experiences 

http://bit.ly/awesomearksha2018

Christopher Bugaj, MA CCC-SLP

● attipscast@gmail.com

● @attipscast

● http://bit.ly/chrisbugajdr

● attipscast.com

For More Info:
http://bit.ly/thenewat4all

Facebook Site:
http://bit.ly/newatfb

Disclosure Statement

Disclosure: I, Christopher R. Bugaj, has no relevant 

financial or nonfinancial relationships which exist 

pertinent to this presentation.

Although I work for Loudoun County Public 

Schools, I do not necessarily represent that entity.

What is present here is done so independently.
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This session is not...

...a Tools Dump.
@attipscast

The “OBLIGATED TO SHARE”
Challenge

#AwesomeForAll18

LIKES DISLIKES
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BECOME A 

CHAMPION
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From: http://bit.ly/ntadgd16
Google and the Google logo are registered trademarks of Google Inc., used with permission.

What do you notice in this picture?

Now, imagine your perspective if you...

● have a physical disability

● have dyslexia

● are autistic

or you’re anyone else for whom

traditional school isn’t designed.

@attipscast

@attipscast

Which 
disability 
might this 

student have?

@attipscast
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Design > 
Accommodations

@attipscast

Design Instruction
For Everyone!

What Should Our Job Title Be?

What Best Describes What We Do?

What is a quokka?

If you don’t know, how might 
you find out?
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What is a teacher?

Do the results of an image search 
represent what you do?

Becoming an Educational Experience Designer

@attipscast

Let’s Talk About 
Designing Instruction

For Contemporary Education

to make it...
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What can we do 
as special 

educators to help 
general educators 
design inclusive 

educational 
experiences?

Every Student Succeeds Act of 2015                

“States that receive allotments from the federal government shall, increase access 

to personalized, rigorous learning experiences 
supported by technology by identifying and addressing technology 

readiness needs including computer devices, access to school libraries, Internet 
connectivity, operating systems, software, related network infrastructure, and data 

security; using technology, consistent with the 
principles of universal design for learning, to 
support the learning needs of all students, 
including children with disabilities and English learners.”

National Ed Tech Plan of 2016

UDL & accessibility are emphasized!

Multiple ways to engage in the content
- PDF
- Website
- Links to videos
- Links to examples

#FutureReady

@attipscast
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Do you exhibit a Growth Mindset yet?

Content 
presented

to students

Students attempt 
to understand 
and memorize 

the content

Teacher attempts 
to illustrate why 
or how you use 

this content in life

A problem (in 
the world) is 

identified

Students learn 
what they need to 
know to attempt to 
solve the problem

Students apply 
what they’ve 

learned to solve 
the problem

HOW WE MOSTLY DO IT NOW

PROJECT-BASED LEARNING (PBL)

http://bit.ly/pblresearch

http://bie.org/about/what_pbl
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Driving Questions -

Open ended (Not “yes/no”) questions that students 

are curious about which frames actions/activities.

In-Depth Inquiry -

Students ask questions to solve the problem, 

use resources to find answers, and develop possible

answers.

Adapted from:
http://bie.org/about/what_pbl

Meaningful Content -

Derived from standards and key concepts from academic 

subjects.

21st Century Competencies -

Problem-solving, critical thinking, collaborating, 

communicating, etc. These things aren’t necessarily 

by-products of the project. They are taught and 

assessed like standards.

Adapted from:
http://bie.org/about/what_pbl

Student Voice and Choice -

Students choose what they create, the tools they 

use, and how they manage their time. Educators 

act as a guide.

Critique and Revision -

Students provide and receive feedback from 

peers.

Adapted from:
http://bie.org/about/what_pbl

This point made 
me think.

I’m not sure what 
you mean here. 

Now I get it! This 
worked for me!

Public Audience -

The work impacts the world (community, local, regional, state, national, international).

Adapted from:
http://bie.org/about/what_pbl
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Open Source Resources

Even More Stuff To Learn About

Bring Your Own Technology

1 - Only heard of it 

2 - Know it. Trying to implement It

3 - I could teach it

UDL - Rank Yourself

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a 
framework for removing barriers by 

ANTICIPATING the needs of all students.

DESIGNED 
FOR ALL

RETROFITTED

Universal Design for Learning
is the practice of embedding flexible strategies

into the curriculum during the 

PLANNING PROCESS
so ALL students can access 

a variety of learning solutions.
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UDL principles…

“Everybody is a genius. 
But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, 
it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walking_fish

Sometimes students fool us! 

The fish who learned how to climb the tree! 

How Do We Do 
UDL?

Multiple Means of 
Engagement

(Empowerment?)

Multiple Means of 
Representation

Multiple Means of 
Action &

Expression

How do we engage 
learners?

How do we present 
information to learners?

How do learners share 
what they know?

● Self regulation
● Interest
● Effort & Persistence

● Perception
● Comprehension
● Language, Math, 

Symbols

● Movement
● Communication
● Executive Functions

Short Video Explaining UDL:
http://bit.ly/udlexplainedvid

CAST UDL GUIDELINES:

http://udlguidelines.cast.org

@attipscast
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When someone is engaged, 
they aren’t necessarily empowered.

When someone is empowered, 

they are always engaged.
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Engagement

Responsibility for Learning is On The 

Educator

Empowerment 

Responsibility for Learning is On 

The Learner

@attipscast

Empowerment > 
Engagement

@attipscast

Yeah, but 
does it work?

http://tech.ed.gov/netp/learning/

Bartholomew Consolidated public school district in Indiana with 
approximately 12,000 learners that adopted a UDL approach. The 
graduation rates increased by 8% for learners in general education 
and 22% for learners in special education. Also, the number of 
learners taking and passing Advanced Placement tests increased.
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Perception might be...
UDL is too complicated and time consuming to implement

If we could boil 
UDL into a short, 

easy to 
remember 

phrase, what 
would it be? 

The same way brands do…
with a slogan

Just Do It

I’m Lovin’ It

Finger Lickin’ Good

The Best A Man Can Get

Does A Body Good

Provide Options

Provide Options

Provide 
Options

Provide Options

Provide Options
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Activity - Be The Awesome
Choose A Group - Representation

How do you design educational experiences 
using multiple modalities to invite the 
students to learn the content?

Share Your Ideas 

http://bit.ly/awesomerep

Choose A Group - Expression

How do you design educational experiences 
to invite the students to demonstrate what 
they’ve learned using multiple modalities?

Share Your Ideas 

http://bit.ly/awesomeexpression
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Tools You're Not Limited To...

Primarily 
Audio

Primarily 
Video

Primarily 
Pictures

Primarily 
Text

Vocaroo.com Voki.com Bitmoji Paper

Recordmp3online.co
m

Blabberize.com Pixton.com Google Doc

Vozme.com Powtoon Toondoo.com Twiddla.com

Audacity
(Free Download)

Windows Movie 
Maker

Pixabay SpiderScribe.net

Sound Recorder Sock Puppets App PhotoPeach.com Lucidchart.com

Voice Memo App Clips Glogster.com Microsoft Word

And so many more!

What is the point of 
technology in 

educational design?

@attipscast

The power of 
technology 

is in the
options it provides

@attipscast

Design With The 
End In Mind

@attipscast
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Some Design Questions
(and how a support person facilitates the answers to these questions)

● Does every learner need to do the same thing or 

did I build in flexibility? (Coding Story)

● If I were a learner in this lesson, would I WANT to 

do this? (Shadow story)

● Do learners have choice in the tools they are 

using? (Piktochart story)

● Is movement built into the lesson (and not just a 

break between lessons)? (GoNoodle)

● Can every learner access the materials? 

(PALM/CALM Initiative)
@attipscast

Most Importantly...

Is It 
Accessible?

But MOST Importantly...

Is It 
Awesome?

@attipscast

.

It can look a little messy

It’s okay not to control everything.

It’s okay if learners aren’t sitting in desks.

It’s okay for learners to move around and make noise.

It’s okay for learners to use their phones (or any other appropriate tool 

they choose to use) to work on the project.

It’s okay for learners to get distracted and then get back on task.

It’s okay if learners make mistakes.

It’s okay if learners take risks and those risks end up not panning out.

It’s okay if you’re not directing the activity.

It’s okay to say, “I’m not sure. Let’s figure this out together.”

It’s okay to show learners you’re fallible.

It’s okay to hold learners accountable for the choices they make.

It’s okay for learners to make connections on their own. 
@attipscast
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Activity: On the very last day of school, 
what skills/qualities do you want 
learners to have? What should they be 
able to do?

Choose how you want to participate:

● http://bit.ly/arkshadesign

● Put it on a spreadsheet

● Put it on a note in an app

● Type it on a word processor

● Any other way you choose

Can we group these? Commonalities?

ISTE 
Standards for 

Students 

The 5 C’s of Contemporary Education

● Communication

● Collaboration

● Creativity

● Critical-thinking

● Contribute

http://bit.ly/lcpsvision2020
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ACTIVITY CONTINUED -
Describe Experiences We Can Design for Students 

to Engage In to Achieve These Qualities.

Choose a Category/Quality, Meet, and 
Create a List of Ideas!

2. 3. 
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4.   5. 

6. 7. 
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8. Activity

Make a list of the most 
frequently documented 
accommodations.

Do the accommodations 
require technology to 
implement? If so, what 
tool(s) should be used?

Frequent Accommodations Mass Feature Matching
Examine the needs of the most learners and 

find tools and strategies to support everyone.
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Issue 1

An individual learner needed all 
math lessons recorded so she 

could watch them again.

@attipscast

Solution 1 -
DIY Video 
Archives

Listen to the teacher tell the story himself:
http://bit.ly/videoarchiveblog

@attipscast

Issue 2
Multiple assessments on executive 

functioning including…

~ Forgetting to Study ~
~ Missing Assignments ~

~ “I Left My Agenda In My Locker” ~
~ Disorganization ~

&
~ Can’t Read The Writing ~

@attipscast

Solution 2 - Online Calendar, 
Note Taking Application, & BYOT 

Initiative

Google Keep & 
Google Calendar

@attipscast
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Issue 3
Multiple assessments where audio 

supports and alternatives to handwriting 
are suggested for learners with reading 

and writing goals.

@
a
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Solution 3 -
Text to Speech 

& Word 
Prediction

Read&Write for Windows and 
Read&Write for Google Chrome

@attipscast

*Potential* Solution 3 cont. -
Choosing Accessible Learning 

Materials

Crime and 
Punishment

@attipscast

PALM Initiative

Issue 4
Multiple assessments for 
learners with vision and 

attention issues having difficulty 
accessing content on the 
interactive whiteboard.

@attipscast
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Solution 4 -
Screen 
Sharing

Screenleap

@attipscast

Solution 4 cont. -
Content/Learning 

Management System

Google 
Classroom

@attipscast

Problem 5
How to teach learners language 

who require AAC in inclusive 
settings?

@attipscast

Solution 5 -
Use the AAC 

system to 
teach 

language to 
everyone!

@attipscast

LAMP:WFL
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Look at commonalities in 
assessment data & 

accommodations to make 
decisions about what to 

provide universally.

@attipscast The best kept secret in education is...

Accommodations 
can drive

DESIGN 
for the masses

@attipscast

How Can You Help These 
Educators and Students?

@attipscast
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Scenario 1: 
http://bit.ly/scenario117

A science (or social studies) teacher provides study 

guides for the students to review before, after, and 

during lessons. However, the study guides are 

primarily text and the reading level might be too high 

for some of the students in the class. What 

instructional design changes and/or supports (tools 

and/or strategies) can be used to help this educator?

@attipscast

Scenario 2: 
http://bit.ly/scenario217

Tucker is a voracious reader and can verbally answer any question 

you throw at him. However, he struggles when it comes to writing 

those responses including when taking tests. He gets frustrated 

with spelling and putting his thoughts down in any written form, 

including typing. What instructional design changes and/or 

supports (tools and/or strategies) can be used to help this student?

@attipscast

Scenario 3: 
http://bit.ly/scenario317

Maggie is investigating causes as to why the bees in her local 

community are dying. She wants to develop a plan of action for 

how to help protect their environment including educating others 

about how to conserve the bee population. Before she can make 

something, she needs to gather and organize some facts. What 

supports (tools and/or strategies) can be used to assist Maggie in 

her endeavor to learn more about bees, conservation, and saving 

the bees?

@attipscast

Scenario 4: 
http://bit.ly/scenario417

Poppy has access to a phone, tablet, and laptop. Her teacher(s) 

won’t give up the use of paper. Every lesson involves reading a 

block of text on a piece of paper, answering some questions 

pertaining to that block of text, or filling out some sort of 

worksheet. Poppy is struggling to read the directions, the blocks of 

text, the questions, and completing the worksheets. What 

instructional design changes and/or supports (tools and/or 

strategies) can be used to help this student?

@attipscast
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Document your responses!

Any tools & supports welcome!

List every idea you can think of!

Scenario 1:
http://bit.ly/scenario117

Scenario 3: 
http://bit.ly/scenario317

Scenario 2: 
http://bit.ly/scenario217

Scenario 4: 
http://bit.ly/scenario417

@attipscast

Tools come and go.

Functions Persist

@attipscast

Functions > Tools

What does the tool allow the 

student to do?

@attipscast

Students need functions 

(but not necessarily a specific tool)

Activity -

What do you 
need the tools 

to do?

At your table, create a 
list of the most 

important functions 
related to contemporary 

education
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What Functions 

Did We Miss?

Let’s Add Them 

Now!

Functions We Came Up With

Content/Learning Management 
Systems

● Google Classroom

● Edmodo

1

● Schoology

● Moodle

● SeeSaw

To Do Lists

● Any Do

● Tasks in Google Calendar

● Google Keep

● ToDoIst

● TomorrowDo

● WunderList
2
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Project Management / Event 
Planning

● Google Calendar

● Ryver

● Slack

3

Collaborative Cloud-Based 
Documents (& Storage)

● Google Docs (G Suite) & Google Drive

● Office 365 Online & OneDrive

● Dropbox Paper

● PiratePad GrackleDocs -
Accessibility Checker 

for Google Docs

4

Accessible eTexts

● Unite for Literacy

● TarheelReader

● StoryShares

● Archive

● OpenLibrary 5*This does not even include podcasts!

Text To Speech 

● Read&Write for Google Chrome

● Select and Speak

● ClaroRead

6
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NoteTaking 

● Google Keep

● Evernote

● OneNote

● VideoNot.es (For YouTube videos)

7

Screen Overlay/Screen Manipulation 

● ScreenShader

● OpenDyslexic Font

● High Contrast

8

Text Summarizers/Scalers

● Text Compactor

● Free Summarizer

● http://tools4noobs.com/summarize

● smmry.com

● The Simple English language of Wikipedia

● Newsela

9
● Rewordify

Research/Resource Collection

● Diigo

● Pocket

● Google Keep

● Educlipper

10
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Digital Annotation 

● Kami

● Diigo

● Videonot.es

11

Formative Assessments/Polls 

● Kahoot

● Socrative

● Formative

● Google Forms

● PollEverywhere

● PollDaddy

● Plickers

● Quizizz

● Quizlet

● AnswerGarden

12

Grammear Check & Prakctice

● Grammarly

● Grammar Check

● Quill

● Language Tool

● Ginger

● PaperRater
13

● WriQ

● Verity Spell (Google 

Add-on)

Speech to Text

● Voice Typing (in Google Docs)

● VoiceType

● Dictation.io

● Dictanote

● SpeechNote

15
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Keyboarding 

● ButtonBass

● keybr

● play.typeracer.com

● Goodtyping

● Typing Web

● Dance Mat Typing

● Stickers on 

Keyboard

16 Digital Graphic Organizers 

● Spiderscribe

● Mindomo

● Mindmeister

● Gliffy

● Mind42

● Lucidchart

● Bubbl.us

● Popplet

● WiseMapping

● Smart Art (Office 365)

17

Screen Capture 

● Screencastify

● Screencastomatic

● FlipGrid

● Screen Recorder in 

ActivInspire & SmartNotebook

● Nimbus Screenshot

18
Avatar Generators 

● HeroForge

● Doppelme

● http://bit.ly/minimizer

● Peanutizeme

● http://bit.ly/swagenerator

● Avatarmaker

● Hexatar

● BitMoji

● starwarsavatar

19
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Comic Strip Generators

● ToonDoo

● StoryBoardThat

● MakeBeliefsComix

● Pixton

● Write Comics

● Lego City

● Marvel Comics

● Strip Generator

● Comic Master

● Witty Comics 20

InfoGraphics 

● Infogram

● Easel.ly

● PiktoChart

● Venngage

● Visme.co

● Canva

21

Image Manipulation/Photo Editing 

● Picmonkey

● Splashup

● ThingLink

● BeFunky

● Pixlr

● Fotor

● PiZap

● LunaPic

22

Video Creation & Animators

● Powtoons

● ZimmerTwins

● Piskel (http://bit.ly/inoutgif)

● Stupeflix

● Toontastic (Mobile App)

● Stop Motion (Mobile App)

● ChatterPix (Mobile 

App)

● Blabberize

● Adobe Spark

● Fotobabble

● PhotoPeach

23
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Multimedia Slideshows 

● eMaze

● Prezi

● HaikuDeck

● Tackk

● Google Slides 24

Digital Math Equation Tools & How 
To Solve Them

● g(Math) Google Add-on

● MathWay

● ModMath (iOS App)

● MathPix (Mobile App)

● GeoGebra

● Wolfram Alpha
25● PhotoMath

Digital Manipulatives for Math

● Visnos Demos

● Library of Virtual Manipulatives

● A Maths Dictionary for Kids

● Cool Math

● ConceptuaMath

26

Virtual Reality

● Google Cardboard

● Cardboard Camera

● Google Expeditions

27
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Augmented Reality

● Aurasma

● AR Flashcards

● CyberChase ShapeQuest

● Chromville

● Pokemon Go

● MSQRD (Mobile App)
28

Coding

● Code.org

● Scratch

● Swift Playground

29

Podcasts

Nonfiction

● StarTalk

● Elmo's Adventure in 

Spending, Sharing and 

Saving

● Podiobooks

● Colonial Williamsburg

● Lore

● The A.T.TIPSCAST

● Talking With Tech

30
Fiction

● Story Nory

● Podiobooks

● Librivox

● Loudlit

● EscapePod

● Cast of Wonders

● Radio Adventures of Dr. 

Floyd

● Night Light Stories

Activity -

At your table, choose 
one of the functions  

and create an 
artifact about 

why it is 
important to 

students.
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QUESTION!

With such a wide array of 

options when it comes to 

technology, how can you be 

sure the best decision is 

being made for the 

individual user?

Trial things? Which device 

first? For how long? How do 

you determine success? 

How do you choose? 

@attipscast

How does an IEP Team 

choose which option(s) to 

implement? 

How Do You 
Determine Which 

Options to 
Provide?

Feature Matching
Examine the needs of the student and find tools and 

strategies to support those needs.
(Sort of like buying a birthday present for someone!)

FIRST THEN
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Feature Matching Chart

NEEDS
Option 

1
Option 

2
Option 

3
Least 

Dangerous 
Assumption

Anne Donnellan

+
Least 

Restrictive 
Environment

IDEA, 2004

=

Choose the 

Least Restrictive Option

for every decision you make.

east

estrictive

ption

In general, which is the Least 
Restrictive Option?

A one-handed keyboard?

A QWERTY keyboard?

An enlarged keyboard?

A mini keyboard? 
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In general, which is the Least 
Restrictive Option?

A one-button mouse?

A two-button mouse?

A joystick?

A trackball? 

A switch?

Which is the Least Restrictive Option?

A student has trouble 

producing thoughts in 

a written format. 

Verbal is a strength 

though. Which 

strategy should be 

implemented first?

- Dictate to another person

- Speech to text

- Record audio and then 

type what he/she 

recorded  

If you are using least restrictive tools, 

then the learning curve will be less!

Provide tools to 
everyone, not just 
students in special 

education!

When else do you consider the tools a 
student would be using?

AND WE COME FULL CIRCLE

During the planning process when you 
were using a UDL approach.
MOVE ME TO SEE 

THE ANSWER
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IMPLEMENT FOR EVERYONE THEN YOU 
DON’T NEED TO PROVIDE IT FOR JUST A 

SELECT FEW… 

GET OUT IN FRONT OF THE PROBLEM AND PROVIDE 
TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSALLY.

Chris, 
Don’t forget to tell all the 

cool stories!

@attipscast

For every decision, 
ask yourself, 

“What will restrict the 
student the least?”

@attipscast

SETTLE  - What if we added an “L” and an “E” to the 
SETT Framework?                

● Least Restrictive - Choose the Least 

Restrictive Option

● Everyone! - Use Mass Feature 

Matching to determine what to 

provide to everyone (Tier One support 

- MTSS).

@attipscast


